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ABSTRACT 
According to Smith and DeRidder (1997), faculty select texts mainly for 
their comprehensibility to students and the timeliness of text material they 
contain. Further, Foran and Olds (2002) suggest students use textbooks as their 
primary means of acquiring background knowledge. However, many accounting 
texts have failed to keep abreast with changes in accounting practice and 
education (Rebele et al. 1998), creating an important barrier for accounting 
educators who desire to effect curriculum change. We illustrate how faculty can 
overcome this barrier and potentially make their courses more interesting and/or 
informative for students (Apostolou et al. 2001). By capitalizing on recent 
advances in technology, faculty can create custom-published textbooks that 
support their curriculum revision efforts. 
Based on our successful experiences in creating a custom-published 
textbook to support a revised Advanced Accounting course, we describe not only 
the logistics involved in, but also the benefits and challenges associated with, 
creating a custom-published text. The insights we gained can provide guidance for 
faculty members who want to revise their courses but have been constrained 
because they could not find an available textbook to support their curriculum 
revision activities.  
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CREATING A CUSTOM-PUBLISHED TEXTBOOK 
TO FACILITATE CURRICULUM CHANGE: 
AN EXAMPLE FROM ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Leaders in both the academic and professional sectors of the accounting 
profession have been calling for changes in accounting education for more than a 
decade (e.g., AECC 1990; AICPA 1999; Albrecht and Sack 2000; Bedford 
Committee 1986; Big 8 1989; IMA 1994, 1999; Stone 2001). However, an 
important challenge facing educators interested in effecting curriculum change 
has been the failure of many textbooks to keep abreast of changes in accounting 
practice and education (Rebele et al. 1998, 42). This challenge is particularly 
salient not only because textbooks tend to drive course content and delivery (e.g., 
Albrecht and Sack 2000, 53; Farr 1987, 86), but also because students rely on 
texts as their primary source for background knowledge (Foran and Olds 2002, 
37). 
Due to recent advances in technology, educators are now able to create 
custom-published textbooks to overcome this challenge and potentially make their 
courses more interesting and/or informative (Apostolou et al. 2001). Custom-
published textbooks include information that educators select especially for 
inclusion in their course text. The information can cover a broad spectrum of 
topics – accounting, finance, general business, etc. – and faculty can draw 
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textbook materials from a wide array of sources – professional, practitioner, 
academic, etc. Accordingly, custom-published textbooks afford faculty the 
opportunity to tailor text materials to fit the course, rather than tailoring the course 
to fit available textbooks (c.f., Farr 1987, 88). 
In this paper, we chronicle our experiences in creating a custom-published 
textbook to support our Advanced Accounting course. We offer our experiences 
in Advanced Accounting as an example to guide any accounting faculty member 
in creating a custom-published textbook to support their teaching in any course. 
We begin in the next section, by reviewing the literature related to textbook 
selection and use in accounting. In section three, we discuss the logistics involved 
in creating a custom-published textbook. In section four, we discuss the benefits 
and challenges associated with creating a custom-published textbook, drawing on 
feedback we have gathered from students and faculty. Finally, in section five, we 
present our overall conclusions. 
 
LITERATURE REVIW 
Very little research has addressed the issue of textbook selection in 
accounting. However, Razek et al. (1982) suggest that comprehensibility is the 
most important quality an accounting textbook can possess. Further, using a 
sample of four intermediate accounting textbooks, Adelberg and Razek (1984) 
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judge that the effectiveness of communication technique is a useful way of 
evaluating the understandability of accounting textbooks.  
Smith and DeRidder (1997) surveyed 237 faculty randomly selected from 
Hasselback’s 1995 Accounting Faculty Directory to investigate the protocol used 
for textbook selection (i.e., individual versus group decision by course) and the 
criteria used for textbook selection, among other issues. Results indicate that 
textbook selection tends to be a group decision for introductory and intermediate 
accounting courses. For upper-level accounting courses (e.g., advanced 
accounting, tax, and accounting information systems) the decision tends to be an 
individual decision. According to respondents in Smith and DeRidder’s (1997, 
367) survey, the top four textbook selection criteria are: comprehensibility to 
students, timeliness of text material, compatibility between text and homework 
problems, and exposition quality of the text. Taken together, findings in all three 
studies suggest that faculty should choose textbooks that maximize, “the 
efficiency and effectiveness of subject matter assimilation by students” (Smith 
and DeRidder 1997, 368).  
Unfortunately, additional research suggests accounting textbooks have 
failed to keep up with curriculum changes in general (Rebele et al. 1998, 42) as 
well as in certain courses (Advanced Accounting [Massey and Van Hise 2001, 
12], Auditing [Knechel 2000, 709], Intermediate Accounting [Catanach et al. 
2000, 587; Ketz and Miller 1996, 14-15], and Management Accounting [Böer 
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2000, 332]). Given that faculty’s reliance on textbooks drives the content and 
delivery of accounting courses (Albrecht and Sack 2000, 53), professors have 
been somewhat constrained in covering in their courses only what the textbooks 
support. 
To overcome the inability of texts to keep abreast of curriculum changes 
and meet the diverse needs of faculty seeking to innovate their courses, this paper 
suggests creating custom-published textbooks to support curriculum revisions in 
accounting education. We describe our experiences in developing a custom-
published textbook to support our curriculum innovation in Advanced 
Accounting. Our experiences suggest that development of the custom-published 
text has the added benefit of allowing course content and delivery to drive 
accounting textbooks, rather than vice versa (c.f., Farr 1987, 88). 
 
LOGISTICS OF CREATING A CUSTOM-PUBLISHED TEXTBOOK 
Preliminary Considerations 
General 
Before creating a custom-published textbook, it is important to note that 
the publisher’s costs for putting together a custom-published textbook are likely 
to make the book’s cost prohibitive to the students unless faculty expect to use at 
least the number of copies of the text required for break-even. Accordingly, in 
situations where course enrollments number less than the break-even quantity for 
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the custom-published book, an important tradeoff for faculty to consider is 
whether they can/will use the book in a sufficient number of semesters to enable 
students to afford the custom-published textbook (i.e., timeliness versus 
affordability).  
 
An Example from Advanced Accounting 
For instance, given the size and quantity of materials included in the most 
recent version of the custom-published textbook we created for Advanced 
Accounting (A critical analysis of advanced accounting issues, 2001),1 the cost of 
the text would increase substantially if our annual enrollment were to fall below 
100. Because change in accounting occurs rapidly, one advantage we have found 
with using a custom-published textbook is our ability to revise the text annually, 
so that we minimize errors and omissions (Smith and DeRidder 1997, 382) as 
related to changes in course topical areas. However, because standard textbook 
revisions typically occur only once every three years, we decided that even if our 
annual enrollments dropped to one-half of the number required for break-even 
(i.e., 50), compiling and using a custom-published textbook every other year 
would still be worthwhile. That is, we concluded that the information in a 
biennially revised custom-published text would be timelier than the information 
contained in a traditional text with a triennial revision cycle. 
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Step 1: Settle on Course Content and Delivery 
 Settling on course content and delivery is not a trivial process. Indeed, an 
entire academic paper could be devoted to a prescriptive discussion about the 
appropriate content and delivery for accounting courses (see, e.g., AICPA 1999, 
2000; Albrecht and Sack 2000; IMA 1994, 1999; Robert Half International, Inc. 
2001). Accordingly, we will keep our remarks brief by relying on recently 
published related works by the leaders in our profession. 
In settling on course content and delivery, some preliminary points need to 
be made. First, there is not a single “best” content and/or delivery approach that 
applies to every school and course (Albrecht and Sack 2000, 60). Faculty need to 
tailor courses around the mission statement of the accounting unit to capitalize on 
the strengths of the school and department. Second, in order to make course-level 
decisions, there is a presumption that faculty members have already engaged in 
preliminary assessment activities (Albrecht and Sack 2000, 60-64; Catanach et al. 
2000, 584-587). That is, accounting faculty wishing to revamp their courses have 
already performed such work as evaluating the environment the department is 
facing and all degrees the department offers.  
In deciding upon course content and delivery, we suggest faculty consult 
Albrecht and Sack (2000, 63), who recommend that in making course-level 
changes, faculty answer the following questions: 
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1. Is what we are teaching and the level at which we 
are covering topics really important in the business 
world today…? 
2. Are we teaching important concepts in the most 
efficient and effective way—that is, are we using 
the most effective pedagogy in our teaching? 
Faculty also can find suggestions for course content and delivery in the 
recent work of several professional organizations (e.g., AICPA 1999, 2000; IMA 
1999; Robert Half International, Inc. 2001). For instance, in the report for its 
Vision Project (AICPA 1999), the AICPA identifies five competencies that 
successful future accountants will need in order to sustain a “competitive and 
differential advantage in the marketplace” (AICPA 1999, 12). They are: 1) 
communications and leadership skills; 2) focus on the customer, client and 
market; 3) technological adeptness; 4) interpretation of converging information; 
and 5) strategic and critical thinking skills. Some of these are best developed 
through course content while others are best developed through course delivery. 
 Finally, we suggest faculty considering curriculum change consult with 
their peers. Anyone considering curriculum revision should review recent 
literature for published works. Additionally, online resources, such as the 
American Accounting Association’s (AAA’s) website, include a wide variety of 
pedagogical resources (e.g., see http://accounting.rutgers.edu/raw/aaa/teach.htm). 
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By consulting such resources, educators considering revising the content and 
delivery of their courses may benefit from the experiences of their colleagues. 
 
An Example from Advanced Accounting 
 Before we set out to revise our Advanced Accounting course, our 
department had made several important program-wide decisions. First, because 
the 150-hour requirement is not effective in two neighboring states for several 
years, our department decided to continue to offer a four-year accounting degree 
that prepares students for entry to both the profession as well as a 150-hour 
BS/MBA program. Second, non-accounting majors, notably finance majors, at 
our university can pursue a minor in accounting by taking five accounting courses 
(two introductory level courses, two intermediate level courses and one upper-
level course). Our department decided that Advanced Accounting was the course 
that we could best tailor to meet the informational needs of the accounting minors 
and, therefore, draw students to study accounting. Bearing these important 
programmatic considerations in mind, we set out to decide upon what we would 
teach in our revised Advanced Accounting course and how we would teach it. 
 To address Albrecht and Sack’s first question on topical coverage, we 
began by reviewing the accounting educational literature. Only Smith and Smith 
(1991) propose an overall curriculum revision in the Advanced Accounting 
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course. They recommend (Smith and Smith 1991, 31) that Advanced Accounting 
courses cover “Interpretive Accounting Standards”, which would include: 
Interpretive analysis of FASB accounting standards. 
This goes beyond the straightforward analysis of 
FASB standards. It involves the critical analysis of 
these standards to determine how it is possible to 
work around them and present better accounting 
results.  
 
Although more than ten years have elapsed since Smith and Smith made 
their recommendations, not one study describing an innovation in the Advanced 
Accounting course appears in the accounting education literature since that date. 
A few studies have addressed specific aspects of the Advanced Accounting 
course, including: Kimmel 1995 and Stout and Schweikart 1989. Notably, these 
studies suggest that Advanced Accounting is particularly well suited for 
development of critical thinking skills (Kimmel 1995) and that it is an appropriate 
outlet for international coverage (Stout and Schweikart 1989). As a result, our 
revised course content emphasizes not only “interpretive analysis of FASB 
accounting standards” (Smith and Smith 1991, 31), but also international 
accounting issues in Advanced Accounting. 
Since accounting courses in general (Albrecht and Sack 2000) and ours in 
particular service an increasing number of non-accounting majors, we also wanted 
to include in Advanced Accounting topics that would be “important in the 
business world today” (Albrecht and Sack 2000, 63). Specifically, because an 
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explosion of market investors and their resultant power together with 
globalization are two key drivers of change in today’s business environment 
(Albrecht and Sack 2000, 5-6), we focus on all aspects of investing in an 
international marketplace rather than a narrow focus on business combinations.  
To address Albrecht and Sack’s second question, “Are we using the most 
effective pedagogy?”, we changed the format of the course in three ways. Our 
revised course format also allowed us to shift the focus in our revised Advanced 
Accounting course from the mechanical recording of a transaction to an analysis 
of the adequacy of the accounting treatment for the transaction.  
We conduct class largely as a seminar. We allow students to “learn 
concepts and principles by discovering them” (Cunningham 1996, 57). We expect 
students to arrive for class having read and analyzed relevant course materials. 
We form student teams and move much of the procedural work outside of the 
classroom. We still require students to master basic procedures, (such as those 
required to consolidate or translate financial statements,) but they develop those 
skills using out-of-class group assignments. By conducting class as a seminar and 
using out-of-class group assignments, we have been able to free up class time to 
discuss and justify the use of various accounting alternatives (e.g., a comparison 
of investments carried under the equity method as opposed to fair value). Finally, 
we include in the course two active learning activities aimed at developing 
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students’ oral communication and critical thinking skills: oral debates and an 
international accounting presentation.  
 
Step 2: Select Materials for Inclusion in Text that Support Course Content and 
Delivery 
 After settling upon course content and delivery, the second step involved 
in developing a custom-published textbook is to select materials to include in the 
text that will support the content and delivery of the course. To that end, we found 
four particularly useful sources of information: 1) textbooks, 2) professional and 
business publications, 3) articles describing the results of academic research, and 
4) resources posted on reliable Internet web sites. 
 Traditionally, course materials in accounting have tended to ignore other 
subject areas, resulting in “silo” coverage of accounting topics (Albrecht and Sack 
2000, 51). In reviewing textbooks to support desired course content and delivery, 
educators need not limit themselves to accounting textbooks. In particular, 
materials drawn from information systems and finance texts would seem 
especially useful (Albrecht and Sack 2000, 62). 
Educators can include practitioner input in curriculum development 
(Albrecht and Sack 2000, 50; Novin et al. 1997, 348), by using professional 
publications, especially when presenting new and/or difficult topics. These 
resources are particularly useful ones to include in custom-published textbooks 
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because many of them are available for educational use, free of charge.2 Another 
way to include in accounting courses input from the business community is to rely 
on articles drawn from business periodicals (e.g., Wall Street Journal, Business 
Week, etc.) (c.f, Foran and Olds 2002, 28).  
Articles describing results of academic research is a third resource for 
materials educators can include in their custom-published textbooks. Indeed, 
researchers suggest educators attempt to integrate academic accounting research 
and accounting education (e.g., Birnberg 2000; Cohen, Pant and Sharp 2000, 94; 
Knechel 2000, 709). Educators can identify articles that describe relevant results 
of academic research by searching academic databases (e.g., ABI/Inform, 
Infotrac, Proquest, etc.). Faculty can include in the custom-published textbook a 
subsample of the most readable of these articles (whether in accounting or some 
other related field) to integrate academic research and accounting education.  
Finally, educators need not limit themselves to information found in 
traditional printed matter (Foran and Olds 2002, 28). Rather, faculty can draw 
materials from postings to Internet web sites (e.g., the AICPA’s web site, the 
FASB’s web site, Business Week’s web site, etc.). Like professional publications, 
information posted on the Internet is particularly useful to include in custom-
published textbooks because much of it is in the public domain, and accordingly, 
available for inclusion in the text, free of royalties. 
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Students accrue significant benefits from using a multitude of resources in 
a custom-published textbook. First, students learn that there are various resources 
they can consult when facing a professional problem (Foran and Olds 2002, 29). 
Second, because different authors often present varying viewpoints on the same 
controversial issue, students come to understand that some issues must be 
resolved by using judgment (c.f., Foran and Olds 2002, 29). In this way, the 
materials included in a custom-published textbook can help foster students’ 
critical thinking skills and prepare them for their role in the uncertain business 
world. 
 
An Example from Advanced Accounting 
In developing a custom-published textbook to support the content and 
delivery of our revised Advanced Accounting course, we considered materials 
from the above-described sources for inclusion in our text. The table of contents 
for the most recent edition of our custom published textbook appears in Table 1.  
(Insert Table 1 here.) 
The 2001-2002 edition of our custom-published textbook contained 566 
pages in nine chapters. We drew materials from five textbooks (across two 
different publishers) and seven professional/business sources. Owing to the 
emerging nature of accounting for derivatives and business combinations, we use 
several professional and business publications to cover these topics. In order to 
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keep the text to a manageable number of pages and therefore minimize 
duplicating costs for the custom-published textbook, we did not include articles 
describing the results of academic research in the custom-published textbook. 
Instead we posted them to our library’s electronic reserves system for students to 
access and review in preparing for their debates. Finally, our custom-published 
textbook includes one article drawn from a reliable Internet web site (i.e., an 
article from Fortune magazine on-line).  
 
Step 3: Agree on a Publisher to Assemble and Deliver the Custom-Published 
Textbook 
The last step in adopting the custom-published text is to select a publisher 
to compile the text. We believe, it is best to choose the publisher from whom the 
instructor draws the majority of the materials in order to decrease the cost of the 
completed text. It is important to work with a publisher who is willing to devote 
the resources necessary to obtain permissions from others for inclusion of their 
work in the custom-published text.  
As a rule, the more sources selected, the greater the cost of publication. In 
addition, inclusion of materials from different publishers increases the cost. While 
increasing the number of pages included from a given source also increases cost, 
the increase is usually less than including the same additional number of pages 
from a different source. 
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A final consideration is lead-time. It can vary considerably depending on 
the publisher the faculty choose and the time of year. We typically need a 
minimum of four to five months to screen and select materials, negotiate with the 
publisher, obtain all necessary permissions, and publish the text. Additional time 
would be necessary if the department has not already engaged in preliminary 
assessment activities. 
 
An Example from Advanced Accounting 
 The first time we compiled our custom-published text for Advanced 
Accounting, all the textual material we included was from one publisher and we 
chose that publisher to produce the text. In subsequent revisions, we expanded our 
search for the best materials and now include textual material from other 
publishers as well as more extensive non-textual material. One of the reasons we 
were able to expand our course materials was that we had a very supportive editor 
who was willing to spend the time necessary to contact the copyright holders on 
the new materials and obtain permission to include them in the text. 
While we have been able to maintain a relatively constant cost by 
judiciously choosing materials from the public domain, the inclusion of material 
from outside the publishers’ offerings has lengthened the lead-time necessary to 
prepare the text. We normally submit the list of materials we intend to include to 
our publisher by July 1st if the materials come from outside sources, and by July 
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15th for materials in the publishers’ offerings. The books typically arrive at the 
bookstore by the first of September. Again, without tremendous cooperation from 
our editor, we could not get the books out on such a tight timetable.  
 
ANALYSIS OF PROS/CONS BASED ON OUR EXPERIENCES 
 As with any pedagogical innovation, our experiences together with those 
of our students provide a wealth of knowledge about the benefits and challenges 
associated with compiling and utilizing a custom-published textbook.  
 
The use of custom-published textbooks as a mechanism to support curriculum 
change 
A clear advantage of using custom-published texts to facilitate curriculum 
revision is that faculty can design texts to support custom-created curriculum. In 
the past year, we have received inquiries from colleagues at several universities 
about our course revision. Many indicated that they had used different books over 
the years in order to support their curriculum but were not satisfied with the 
results. As one colleague wrote, “I have been teaching Advanced for many years, 
and I have never been satisfied with the textbooks or coverage.” 
Consistent with Albrecht and Sack’s (2000, 53) finding that textbooks 
drive the content and delivery of accounting courses, a key question from each 
faculty member interested in our course revision was whether our text was 
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available for use by other faculty. Thus far, the faculty members who have 
reviewed our text have provided us with positive feedback. For instance, one 
faculty member noted, “I used [one of the traditional Advanced Accounting 
textbooks included in the custom-published text] the first year I taught Advanced 
and [another of the traditional Advanced Accounting textbooks included in the 
custom-published text] the second year and there are things that I liked about 
each. Thus, I really liked your text because it incorporates the best of both.” 
From the student perspective, we also judge our custom-published 
textbook as successful in its ability to support the changes to the content and 
delivery of our Advanced Accounting course. One former student recently sent us 
an unsolicited letter stating, “I am working in treasury finance at Merrill Lynch’s 
banks at this time and I utilize all of the derivatives related accounting concepts 
that we covered in your class. I keep the textbook for that class on my desk and it 
has been a useful resource for me as well as many of my co-workers and 
superiors.” Additionally, in the most recent year for which we have data, 2001-
2002, 80% of the students responding to the standardized university evaluation 
form indicated that they agreed/strongly agreed with the following statement: 
“The textbooks and/or other materials I bought for the class aided my learning.” 
This result is noteworthy because our custom-published textbook is the only 
source that we require our students to purchase. 
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Since we tied our revision of the Advanced Accounting curriculum to the 
introduction of a custom-published text in the course, it is difficult to separate the 
effects of the revision from the effects of the custom-published text. It is clear that 
the revision would not have been possible without the introduction of the custom-
published text. Consequently, we also evaluate the success of the text in terms of 
the success of the revision of the course. Since we introduced the custom-
published text as part of the revised course, students have consistently rated the 
course as excellent or above average in attaining the stated objective of critically 
assessing: (1) the adequacy of current accounting treatment for various levels of 
investment; and (2) the accounting implications associated with investing in a 
global marketplace. In the 2001-2002 year, over 93% of students gave the course 
an excellent or above average rating.  
On the downside, the various faculty members who teach each course may 
not all agree on course curriculum. Because Smith and DeRidder (1997, 372) 
suggest that unlike the text selection process for upper-level courses, the selection 
of texts for introductory and intermediate courses is usually a group decision, it is 
likely to be harder to utilize a custom-published textbook that pleases every 
instructor in those courses. One approach that we have used in developing a 
custom-published text for a course with a group textbook decision is to include a 
“core body” of material to which everyone has agreed and then include various 
“supplementary chapters” that could be covered as independent modules if the 
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instructors so desire. In this way, it is still possible to utilize a custom-published 
textbook to facilitate curriculum change when text selection is a group process. 
  
The use of custom-published textbooks as a mechanism to keep course content 
current 
A second key benefit of compiling and using a custom-published textbook 
is that the annual or biennial revision of the text keeps the course content more 
current than if we based the course on a traditional accounting text with a triennial 
revision schedule. Indeed, more than 80% of the material appearing in the 2001-
2002 edition of our custom-published text is dated 2000 or later and all of the 
material is dated 1995 or later.  
As a tradeoff, it may be difficult to find homework problems for cutting-
edge topics, particularly if faculty members include non-traditional resources 
(e.g., professional publications) in the custom-published textbook. Indeed, this 
difficulty has resulted in our text including fewer problems than students normally 
find in other courses and resulted in one student commenting, “The text book was 
done nicely, but I wished that we spent much more time in class going over 
examples and problems.”  To overcome this problem, faculty can create custom 
homework sets, but this is an involved process.  
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The use of a variety of sources for information contained in custom-published 
textbooks 
 The inclusion of a wide array of materials drawn from a broad spectrum of 
sources helps to broaden the course and increase its appeal to a wider spectrum of 
students. For instance, within our own university, our finance colleagues are 
encouraging their students to minor in accounting and take our Advanced 
Accounting course, which has resulted in an increase in the number of accounting 
minors from the finance department. In the fall of 1999, when we first offered the 
revised course, 23% of the senior finance majors chose to minor in accounting. 
By the 2001-2002 academic year, 44% of the senior finance majors chose to 
minor in accounting. 
On the other hand, some students find it difficult to assimilate information 
drawn from a multitude of sources. As one student noted, “The book and lectures 
contributed to my learning, however at times it was hard to follow the book 
because it was drawn from several different authors.” While we have not found 
any way to overcome this pitfall, judging from comments on students’ evaluation 
forms, the number of students for whom assimilation is a problem is fairly small, 
probably less than 10%. Again, with 80% of responding students in the 2001-
2002 academic year indicating that they agreed/strongly agreed that the textbook 
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they bought for the class aided their learning, we do not believe this problem to be 
widespread. 
 
The cost-effectiveness of custom-published textbooks 
Finally, the use of a single custom-published text is generally more cost 
efficient for the students because students pay only for materials they use. Clearly, 
requiring students to purchase multiple texts of which only portions are relevant is 
not cost-effective for the students. 
Five different textbooks drawn from two different publishers and seven 
professional/business sources provide the textual material for the course. The 
2001-2002 edition of our custom-published textbook contained 566 pages in nine 
chapters. Our university’s bookstore charged the students $99.50 for the custom-
published text. In comparison, three popular Advanced Accounting textbooks 
(i.e., Advanced Accounting texts by Baker, et al. [2002], Beams, et al. [2000] and 
Hoyle, et al [2001]) contain an average of 1014 pages in 20 chapters and would 
have had an average cost to the students of about $120.00 through Amazon.com. 
Obviously, part of the cost differential between our custom-published textbook 
and the traditional texts results from the traditional text’s inclusion of more pages 
covering more topical areas. Few professors cover all of the material in a 
traditional textbook in a semester, so traditional texts include several chapters-
worth of information that the students purchase, but do not use. Thus, given the 
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cost differential between our custom-published textbook and the traditional 
textbooks, it would appear (in Advanced Accounting, at least) that full use of a 
custom-published textbook is more cost effective for the students than is partial 
use of a single traditional textbook. 
Nonetheless, after considering the market for students to resell their used 
texts, the difference in cost between a traditional textbook and a custom-published 
textbook may decrease or even disappear. That is, unless they are at the end of 
their publication cycle, traditional texts often have a ready resale market. In 
contrast, the resale market for custom-published textbooks may be limited or 
nonexistent.  
On the downside, and perhaps most significantly, creating a custom-
published text is very time-consuming. In the first year we used a custom-
published text, each of us spent in excess of 100 hours on the creation of the book. 
Subsequent revisions have required an investment of 50 or more hours by each. 
Thus, committing to revise a custom-published text on an annual basis is a very 
serious time commitment. However, updating an upper-level course each year is 
frequently necessary, and some of the time we devote to updating the text is time 
we still would spend to update the course. 
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Summary 
 There are many benefits associated with compiling a custom-published 
textbook. First, faculty can design the texts to support custom-created curriculum. 
Second, faculty can revise the text annually or biennially in order to keep course 
content current. Third, by using sources from other disciplines, faculty can 
broaden their courses and thereby increase the courses’ appeal to a wider 
spectrum of students. Finally, by including only materials the students will use, 
faculty can create texts that are generally more cost effective for the students. 
On the other hand, there are several challenges associated with compiling 
a custom-published textbook. First, it is difficult to adopt a custom-published 
textbook in courses taught by multiple professors. Second, readings that are 
drawn from non-traditional sources often lack practical (i.e., homework) 
problems. Third, some students have difficulty assimilating information drawn 
from multiple authors. Finally, compiling a custom-published textbook requires 
faculty to invest a great deal of time. 
Based on our experiences, the benefits outweigh the costs. At a time when 
fewer students are studying accounting (Albrecht and Sack 2000, 19-21; Taylor 
Report 2000), our revised course, as supported by our custom-published text, has 
enjoyed tremendous growth. That is, enrollment in our Advanced Accounting 
course has risen steadily at our university despite a striking similarity in the size 
of the population of students eligible to take the course. In the fall 1999 semester, 
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the first time we offered the revised course, but before students knew that we had 
revised the course, we offered two sections with 45 students. (Enrollments did not 
support offering the course during the spring 2000 semester.) By comparison, 
during the 2001-2002 academic year, our enrollment, as compared to the first 
year, more than doubled to 99 students who filled four sections.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 In this paper, we have described the steps necessary to create a custom-
published textbook. Using an example drawn from a successful revision of 
Advanced Accounting, we have shown how introducing a custom-published text 
can support meaningful curriculum revision. The introduction of a custom-
published text is one technique that can be used to answer the calls from the 
leaders of the profession for changes in accounting education. Use of a custom-
published textbook allows faculty to choose the course content and delivery so as 
to optimize the educational experience for the students at a given university in a 
given course.  
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NOTES 
1. The 2001 edition of our text contained 566 pages and was comprised of 
materials drawn from five textbooks (across two different publishers) and seven 
professional/business sources. Our university’s bookstore charged the students 
$99.50 for our custom-published text. 
2. Note that while many professional publications (e.g., the Journal of 
Accountancy, Big 5 training materials, etc.) are available to educators free of 
royalties for classroom use, students still incur a minimal charge related to 
duplicating any such publications included in the custom-published textbook. 
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pr
o
a
ch
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,
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(19
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te
rn
a
tio
n
a
l A
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o
u
n
tin
g:
 
A 
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se
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pr
o
a
ch
 
by
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hw
ei
ka
rt
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et
 
al
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(19
95
) 
Ch
ap
te
r 
11
: 
“
W
o
rld
w
id
e 
A
cc
tg
 
D
iv
er
sit
y 
&
 
In
te
rn
at
io
n
al
 
St
an
da
rd
s”
 
fro
m
 
Ad
va
n
ce
d 
Ac
co
u
n
tin
g 
(6t
h  
ed
.
) b
y 
H
o
yl
e,
 
et
 
al
.
 
(20
01
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*
N
o
te
 
th
at
 
su
pp
le
m
en
ta
l r
ea
di
n
gs
 
ar
e 
po
st
ed
 
to
 
o
u
r 
lib
ra
ry
’
s 
el
ec
tr
o
n
ic
 
re
se
rv
es
 
sy
st
em
.
 
Th
e 
m
o
st
 
re
ce
n
t l
ist
in
g 
o
f s
u
pp
le
m
en
ta
l r
ea
di
n
gs
 
is 
av
ai
la
bl
e 
fro
m
 
th
e 
au
th
o
rs
.
 
